Is A Video Worth A Thousand Words at the International Criminal Court?
Videos of Human Rights Violations by Citizen Journalists on Social Media as Evidence
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This research aims to understand why and how human rights organizations collect, authenticate,
manage and preserve born-digital videos of human rights violations which are posted on social media
sites by citizen journalists. In answering these questions, I examine two case studies, the C-MEP project of Amnesty International US, and the HumanRights YouTube Channel of Witness and Storyful.
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Also, this research endeavors to analyze whether these videos could fulfill with the requirements for
being accepted as evidence before the International Criminal Court (ICC). In order to answer this question I analyze the role and the evidentiary weight that videos play in a prosecution before the ICC, as
well as the requirements of the ICC to accept these videos as evidence.
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However, in conflict zone...
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• Who: Amnesty International US
• What: Collection and authentication of videos taken
by citizen journalists
• When: Alpha version - Fall 2013 // Beta versionJanuary 2015 // Implementing stage: September 2015
• Why: Flood of videos which “will very rarely produce
a “smoking gun.” But [they] can provide a piece of evidence that is otherwise unavailable”
• How:
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GENERAL FINDINGS
ICC (International Criminal Court)
• Rules of Procedure and Evidence (91 pages: electronic 2; digital 0; evidence 211)
• Rome Statute (88 pages: electronic 1; digital 0; evidence 140)
• Scholarly contradictions about international courts’ preference for evidence.
• “Video and other electronic evidence depicting atrocities might be used to back up “primary sources”, but it has
rarely been the basis of a prosecution1”

HROs2 (Human Rights Organizations)
•
•

A vital role in relation to ICC investigations (OTP)
Investigating ways to authenticate these videos
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Three to five-week training and certification program in video
validation and international humanitarian law.
Google Earth, social media sites, Panoramio, Wikimapia,
Bing maps, etc.

CASE STUDY 2:
Human Rights YouTube Channel
• Who: Witness and Storyful
• What: “Part breaking news and part alert network, [the channel] curates video on human rights issues and supports the people who create
this video3”
• When: April-May 2012
• How4 : Witness “ensure[s] the channel features a balanced breadth
of issues with the context viewers need to understand the rights issue
involved”. Storyful “sources and verifies the videos”
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